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The main topic of the present paper is a generalization of two theorems about 
positive contractive projections on C,(X) (due to Seever and Kelley, resp.) to the 
more general structure of /-algebras. The theorems in question are the following: if 
A is an Archimedean semiprime .flalgebra with the Stone condition, then every 
positive contractive projection T in A satisties the identity T(a Th) = T( Tu T/J) for 
all a, hi A (Seever); furthermore, T is averaging if and only if the range of T is a 
subalgebra (Kelley ). Both theorems hold in particular for an Archimedean unital /‘- 
algebra. In contrast to the original proofs of Seever and Kelley in the C,,(X)- 
case,our proofs are purely algebraic and order theoretical. ( 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are mainly concerned with generalizing a theorem of 
Kelley about averaging operators on C,,(X) to the more general structure 
of ,&algebras. 
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let C,(X) denote the 
Banach algebra of all real continuous functions on X vanishing at (~3. The 
linear operator T on C,(X) is called averaging if 
T(a Th) = Ta . Th 
for all a, h E C,,(X). Kelley’s theorem (1958) [ 13, Theorem 2.51 states that a 
positive norm 1 projection Ton C,(X) is averaging if and only if the range 
range R(T) is a subalgebra. His proof is based on some integral represen- 
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tation of such operators; he shows in fact that X can be broken up into 
“slices” such that for each function m E C,,(X) the function To assumes on 
each slice an average of the values of u on this slice. 
Some years later (1966) Seever [26, Theorem l] generalizes Kelley’s 
result by showing that a positive norm 1 projection Ton C,,(X) necessarily 
satisfies the identity 
T(cr. Th) = T( Tel, Th) 
for all a, h E C,(X). The techniques in his proof are also analytical. 
Against this, we shall give an f-algebra version of both theorems, the 
proofs of which are purely order theoretical and algebraic of nature and do 
not involve any analytical means. We emphasize the fact that we do not 
impose any completeness condition on the.flalgebra in question. 
The study of averaging operators according to the above algebraic 
definition was started by Kampe de Feriet (see, e.g., [ 121) and continued 
and elaborated by Birkhoff in [4, 51. 
Closely bounded up with the notion of averaging operator is the concept 
of a Reynolds operator, that is, an operator T satisfying the so-called 
Reynolds identity 
T(a.Tb+h.Ta)=Ta.Th+T(Tu.Th) 
for all a, b (Dubreil-Jacotin [S]). Actually, it is easily seen that a projec- 
tion T is averaging if and only if T is a Reynolds operator. Such operators 
were first used by Reynolds [22] in connection with the theory of tur- 
bulence. 
For more background information, history and bibliography, both on 
averaging operators and on Reynolds operators, we refer the reader, 
amongst others, to [7, 19, 21, 23, 241. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
For the concepts and notation not explained in this paper we refer to the 
standard works [ 16, 25, 281. All Riesz spaces and ,flalgebras under con- 
sideration are supposed to be Archimedean. 
We take it for granted that the reader is familiar with the notion of Riesz 
space (vector lattice). Let L be a Riesz space with positive cone L+ = 
(a~L:a~O}.Giventheelementb~L+,thesequence{a,},”~,inLissaid 
to converge b-uniformly to the element a EL whenever, for every E > 0, 
there exists a natural number N, such that 1 a - u, 1 d cb for all n 3 N,. The 
element b is called the regulator of convergence. The sequence {a,} ,T= , in L 
is said to converge relatively uniformly to the element a E L if a,? + (I 
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(b-uniformly) for some b E L + . This is denoted by a, -+ a (r.u. ) if we do not 
want to specify the regulator. Relatively uniform limits are unique, as L is 
Archimedean. In like manner the notion of relatively uniform Cauchy 
sequence is defined; L is called relatively uniformly complete if every 
relatively uniform Cauchy sequence is relatively uniform convergent. For 
any nonempty subset D of L we define the pseudoclosure D’ of D to be the 
set of all a E L for which there exist a,, E D (n = 1, 2,...) such that a,, -+ (I 
(r.u.) (the regulator need not be an element of D). Furthermore, D is called 
relatively uniformly closed whenever D = D’. The relatively uniformly 
closed sets are the closed sets for a topology in L, the so-called relatively 
uniform topology. 
The real (not necessarily commutative) algebra A is called a Riesz 
algebra (lattice-ordered algebra) if A is simultaneously a Riesz space such 
that the ordering and the multiplication are compatible (i.e., a, b E A + 
implies ah E A + ). The Riesz algebra A is said to be an fialgebra if A 
satisfies the extra condition that a A b = 0 implies that ca A b = ac A h = 0 
for all CEA’. 
We collect some simple ,f-algebra properties for the proofs of which we 
refer to [9, Sect. 2; 28, Chap. 201. Let A be an Archimedean ,f-algebra. 
(i) a I b (i.e., /a ( A ) b 1 = 0) implies ca I b, CIC I b for all L’ E A; 
(ii) c(a v b) = ca v cb, (av b)c=acv bc for all CEA+ and 
similarly for the inlimum; 
(iii) lab1 =la( Ibl for all a, bEA; 
(iv) a I b implies ah = 0; 
(v) a’=(~+)~+(a )2>0 for all aEA; 
(vi) au+ =(a+)‘>0 for all UEA; 
(vii) (a v b)‘=a2 v b2, (a A b)2=a2 A b2 for all a, bEA+; 
(viii) ab = (a v b)(a A b) for all a, b E A; 
(ix) multiplication by a positive element is order continuous, i.e., if 
a, JO in A, then a,bJO and ba, JO for all beA+; 
(x) if A is semiprime (meaning that 0 is the only nilpotent of A), 
then a I b if and only ab = 0; 
(xi) if A is semiprime then a* 6 b* if and only if 1 a / < 1 b I. In par- 
ticular, a2 = b* if and only if I a I = I b I ; 
(xii) if A has a unit element, then A is semiprime; 
(xiii) if A has a unit element e, then e is a weak order unit (i.e., 
{eld= (0)); 
(xiv) if A has a unit element e and A is relatively uniformly complete, 
then every a b e has an inverse. 
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One of the amazing properties of,flalgebras (which gives, incidentally. a 
nice relation between the order structure and the algebraic structure) is 
that any Archimedean $algebra A is automatically commutative and 
associative. This was shown by Birkhoff and Pierce in 1956 [6, Sect. 81 by 
means of the inequalities 
and 
nI(ab)c-u(hc)I dah(u+h+ah)+u(a+u”+hu) 
for all n, h, c E A + (n = 1, 2 ,... ). The proofs are based on the 
“metamathematical” observation that a Riesz algebra A is an ,flalgebra if 
and only if A is a subdirect union of totally ordered algebras and for this 
reason the above inequalities only need a proof in such algebras, in which 
they are almost trivial. Several years later (1965), Bernau [l] gave an 
elementary, but not so simple proof of similar inequalities (with a 
somewhat different right-hand side). In 1975, Zaanen [27, Theorem 23 
presented a short and elegant proof of the commutativity of an 
Archimedean ,f-algebra via the theory of orthomorphisms. Strangely 
enough, neither he, nor anybody after him, observed that almost similar 
techniques can be used for showing the associativity. For a better 
understanding we shall repeat Zaanen’s proof below and using this we shall 
present the “new” proof of the associativity. First, however, we recall some 
facts on orthomorphisms. 
The linear operator rr on the Riesz space L is called positive whenever 
7ra>O for all UEL+ and order bounded (notation 7c E W,(L)) if 7~ maps 
order intervals into order intervals. The mapping rc E =!?$(L) is said to be an 
orthomorphism if a 1 h implies rm 1 h. The collection Orth(L) is, with 
respect to the usual vector space operations and composition as mul- 
tiplication, an Archimedean,flalgebra with the identity mapping I on L as 
unit element. The supremum rr, v rr2 and the infimum rr, A rrz of n,. 
n, E Orth(L) are given by 
(71, v 7c*)u=7L,u v 71*u, (n, A 7r*)u=7c,u A 7c*u 
for all u E L + (see [28, Theorem 140.41). Every orthomorphism 71 is order 
continuous, that is, if a, 10 in L, then inf, 1 rcu, 1 = 0 128, Theorem 139.41. 
Furthermore, if two orthomorphisms TC, and 7t2 agree on some order dense 
subset D of L (so D”” = L), then rr, = 7r2 on the whole of L. In particular, if 
e>O is a weak order unit ({e})d”=L) and rr,e=n,e, then rr, =rc?. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every Archimedeun ,fkdgehru A is commututive urlrl 
ussociutive. 
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Proqf: As for the commutativity, take an arbitrary a E A and denote the 
left multiplication by a with rci and the right multiplication with rc;. The 
defining f-algebra property implies that both rr; E Orth(A) and 
rr:, E Orth(A). Moreover, for each h satisfying h I a we have ah = ha = 0. 
Also, n$a = n:a = a*. Hence, ~2 and n: act the same on the order dense sub- 
set {u} u {a}“. It follows that z;= n:, which takes care of the com- 
mutativity. It is justified to write from now on rr, instead of rc! = 7~1. 
Second, the associativity. Fix two elements u, h E A and consider the 
orthomorphisms r~,~ and rr, 0 rc,,. If L’ E A satisfies L’ 1 a, then c I ah and 
hence rr,Jc) = (ah)c = 0. Equally, hc -L a and (n, 3 rc,,)(c) = a(hc) = 0. We 
may conclude that rc,,,, = rr, 1. rrnh on {a}“. Furthermore, 
71,Ja) = (ah)a = (ha)a = a(h) = (71,o 71b)(a) 
by twofold use of the commutativity of A. Consequently, r~,,~ = rc, ) rc,, on 
the order dense subset {a} u (u )” of A and thus TC,~ = 71, _ nh on the whole 
of A. Hence, 
(ah)c = n,Jc) = 7c,(7ch(C)) = a(k) 
for all a, h, c E A and the proof is complete. 
Any Archimedean semiprime f-algebra A can be embedded as a Riesz 
subspace and as an algebra ideal in Orth(A) via the mapping p defined by 
p(a) = n, for all u E A. Actually, p is injective if and only if A is semiprime 
and p is a bijection if and only if A has a unit element (for details we refer 
to [3, Sect. 12.31). By identifying UE A with n, E Orth(A) we embed A in 
Orth(A). The formula rc n rr, = rr,, shows that the two meanings of na can- 
not cause confusion. Recall that the Archimedean semiprime Jlalgebra A 
satisfies the Stone condition whenever a A ZE A’ for all a E A+. This con- 
dition is not very restrictive since it is satisfied by any relatively uniformly 
complete semiprime ,Jalgebra (see [ 11, Theorem 2.51). 
Finally, we pay some attention to disjointness-preserving operators. The 
linear mapping rr from the Archimedean Riesz space L into the 
Archimedean Riesz space M is called disjointness-preserving whenever 
71.f‘ 1 7cg in M for all J‘, gE L for which .f I g. The positive disjointness- 
preserving mappings are precisely the Riesz homomorphisms. Any 
orthomorphism is disjointness-preserving. It is by now a well-known result 
that any order bounded disjointness-preserving linear mapping rr can be 
written as the difference 7~ + - 7c of two Riesz homomorphisms rc+ and K 
satisfying rc+u= (rra)+, n-a= (na) for all UEL+. The mapping n has 
thus an absolute value I 7c I = rr + + TI ~, which is a Riesz homomorphism as 
well. By the above formulas, 1 TL /a = I rcu I for all a E L+. These results are 
due to Meyer ([ 171 or [ 181). A simplified, representation-free proof, due 
to the second author, can be found in [20]. 
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3. SCHWARZ'S INEQUAL.ITY FOR ~~ALGEBKAS 
The main topic of the present section is an inequality concerning positive 
operators between.fialgebras which turns out to be useful in the sequel. We 
start with some technicalities. 
We recall [2, Lemma 2.11 the following lemma for Riesz spaces. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let {Up );=, be u ,finitr sequence in the Riesz space L, let 
bE L+ such that 
(i) Ia, -ak+, I < b (k = l)...) n - 1 ) 
(ii) a, A ... A a, <h, u, v ... v U,, 3 -15, 
then 1 a, 1 A . . I a, I d h. 
We use this Lemma for a quick proof of a result due to Lipecki and 
Thomsen [ 14, Corollary of Theorem 11. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space and let 0 < e E L. 
Then e is a weak order unit if and only if’ inf, t M / a - ue I = 0 ,for all a E L ’ 
Proof: First, suppose that inf,, R ) u - cte I = 0 for all a E L + We shall 
show that { ejd= (0). To this end, take a E L+ such that a A e = 0. It takes 
little effort to see that the hypothesis results in 
inf (a-ae) + = inf (a--e)+ =O. 
rtR’ XEW 
However, (a-cre)+ =a--a A (ae)=a for CY positive and thus rr=O. 
Conversely, let e > 0 be a weak order unit. Choose u E L + and fix a 
natural number n momentarily. Let ak = a - (k/n)e (k = 0, l,..., n’). Put 
h, = a-a A ne and c, = h,, + (l/n)e. Now, 
(i) I ak-ak+lI=(l/n)e<cn 
(ii) a, A . A a,2 = a - ne 6 h, 6 c,,, q, v v a,1 = a > - c,,. 
An application of Lemma 3.1 leads to 
inf 
k = 0. I. ..,,I~ 
(n = 1, 2,...). 
Since h, J 0 and since L is Archimedean, we deduce that c,, J 0. Combined 
with the above inequality we find that inf,, R ( u - ze I = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A he an Archimedean semiprime ,flalgehra and 
a, h, c E A. Jf %‘a + 2/lb + c > 0 ,for all real ;I, then b2 < ac. 
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Proof: We leave it as an exercise to the reader to show that the 
hypothesis results in a E A + and c E A +. 
Embedding of A in Orth(A) and of Orth(A) in its Dedekind completion 
does not effect the inequality in question. We may therefore assume 
without loss of generality that A is relatively uniformly complete and has a 
unit element e. 
First assume that c is invertible. Multiplying the given and the desired 
inequality with c ~’ we may restrict ourselves obviously to considering the 
case c = e. Since 
IL’(a - b*) + (Ah + e)* 3 0 
for all real 1, we find that (h + (l/%)e)’ 3 h2 -a for all nonzero 1. But e is a 
weak order unit in A, so an application of proposition 3.2 shows that 
inf,., Ib+(l/i)el=O and consequently inf, + Jh + ( l/3,) e)* = 0 (use 
properties (vii) and (ix) of the list in Sect. 2). Therefore, h2 da. 
In general, however, the element c need not be invertible, but the 
elements c, = c + (l/n)e (n = 1, 2,...) are. Because 
i’a + 2%~ + c,, 3 i2a + 21-h + c 3 0 
for all real L (II = 1, 2,...), we may conclude from the above that b* 6 ac, = 
ac+ (l/n)a for all n. The Archimedean property yields b2 6ac and we are 
done. 
We are now in a position to prove a generalized Schwarz inequality (in 
Theorem 3.4 the case A = Iw is the classical Schwarz inequality for bilinear 
forms). With the aid of the result of Proposition 3.3, the proof mimics the 
classical proof. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let V be a real vector space, A an Archimedean 
semiprime f-algebra and F: V x V -+ A a symmetric bilinear form such that 
F(x, x) 3 0 ,for all x E V (i.e., F is positive semidefinite). Then 
F(x, Y)* d F(x, -xl F(Y, Y) 
for all x, y E V. 
Theorem 3.4 has the following interesting applications. 
COROLLARY 3.5 (The Schwarz inequality for positive linear map- 
pings). Any positive mapping T from the Archimedean ,f-algebra B into the 
Archimedean semiprime f-algebra A satisfies 
{ T(ab)}‘< T(a’) T(b*) 
for all a, bEA. 
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Proof: Set F(a, h) = T(rrh) and apply Theorem 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Jj’ T is u poxitiur lineur muppirq jiwm the Archimedetm 
flalgehra B ulith unit element eH 
‘A, then 
into the Archimedeun semiprime f4rlgehru 
(Tuy < T(2) T(eB) 
for all a E B. If; in addition, A has a unit ekment e 1 and Te, < eq, then 
(Ta)‘< T(a’) for all UE B. 
Proqj: Put h = r, in the Corollary 3.5. 
Note that the second part of Corollary 3.6 applies in particular to 
Markov operators (i.e., positive linear mappings T for which Te, = e .,). 
We give an application of Corollary 3.6. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let A be an Archimedeanf-ulgehru with unit element e 
and T u positive operator on A. If’ a E A +, then Tu = 0 !f and on/J, if 
T(a’) = 0. 
Proqf: First, suppose that Tu=O. By [9, Proposition 3.11 
O<a’-a2 A nad(l/n)a3 (n = 1, 2,...). Consequently, T(a’ A na) = 0 
(n = 1, 2,...) yields Tu2 = 0 (this implication holds thus even if A does not 
have a unit element). 
Conversely, the inequality (Tu)’ 6 T(u’) Te combined with T(a’) = 0 
leads to (Tu)’ = 0. Hence, Tu = 0, as A is semiprime. 
The latter implication ceases to hold in the nonunital case, as is shown in 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Equip A = C( [0, 11) with the following .flalgebra mul- 
tiplication . : a. h = iah, that is, the ordinary pointwise multiplication with 
weight function i (i(x) = x for all .YE [0, 1 I). Evidently, A is semiprime but 
nonunital with respect to The positive linear mapping T, defined by 
T(a) = a(O)e (here c’(x) = 1 for all 0 6 .Y d I ), satisfies T(a . h) = 0 for all 
a, h E A. In particular, T(a a) = 0 for all u, whereas, in general, Tu # 0. 
4. SEEVER'S IDENTITY IN UNITAL,~~ALGEBRAS 
We start this section with a theorem that lies at the root of all further 
observations. It states that the range R(T) of a positive projection T in an 
,f-algebra A is an,f-algebra on its own (in general, however, with respect to 
operations different from the operations in A). To make things more sur- 
veyable we first state 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let T he a positive projection in the Archimedean f-algebra 
A. If a E R( T)+, h E A+ sati.Tf> T(a A b) = 0, then T( T(ac) A b) = 0 .for all 
CEA+. 
Proof: From 0 < ac A na < na it follows that 0 < T(ac A na) 6 nTa = na 
(n = 1, 2 ,... ). Hence, O<T(acAna)r\h<nar\b<n(ar\b) and so 
T(T(ac A na) A h)=O (n= 1, 2 ,... ). By [9, Proposition 3.1) ac A narac 
(r.u.), implying that T( T(ac) A h) = 0. 
Consider now R(T) with the order structure inherited from A. It is 
straightforward to show that R(T) is a Riesz space in its own right with 
respect o the following supremum $ and intimum g : 
a : h= T(a v b), a : b = T(a A h) 
for all a, b E R(T) (we use these symbols to distinguish from v and A in 
A). Furthermore, we introduce in R(T) a multiplication *, defined by 
a * h = T(ab) 
for all a, h E R(T). We note in passing that the *-multiplication is men- 
tioned already in [ 153, in the paragraphs following Theorem 2. Apart from 
the associativity of *, this new multiplication satisfies (together with the 
vector space operations induced by A) all the axioms of a commutative 
algebra. Moreover, a * h 3 0 for all a, h E R(T)+. It is clear from Lemma 4.1 
that (a * c) : b = 0 for all CE R(T)+ and all a, b E R( T)+ satisfying 
a /T b =O. Aside from the associativity we have thus proved up till now 
that R(T) is an Archimedean flalgebra with respect to the above 
*-operations. However, as shown in Theorem 2.1, such an ,f-algebra is 
automatically associative (and commutative). We sum up the results so far. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T be a positive projection in the Archimedean 
Jlalgebra A. With respect to the above *-operations the range R(T) is an 
Archimedean ,f-algebra. 
Remark 4.3. The associative law with respect o * in R(T) leads to the 
following identity: 
T(T(Ta. Tb). Tc)= T(Ta. T(Tb. Tc)) 
for all a, 6, c E A. 
Of course, if R(T) happens to be a Riesz subspace of A, then a : b = 
avb and a i b=ar\b for all a,bER(T), whereas a*b=ab for all 
a, b E R(T) in the case R(T) is a subalgebra. 
Even if the original multiplication in A happens to be semiprime, the 
range R(T) may possess nontrivial nilpotents with respect o *. By way of 
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example, consider the ,flalgebra A of Example 3.8 and define (7’a)(.\-) = 
a(O)( 1 -x) (0 <x d 1) for all u E A. The mapping T is obviously a positive 
projection. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to show that CI * h = 0 
for all a, b E R(T) (implying that R(T) is not semiprime). 
In case A has a unit element the situation improves. Indeed, if u E R(T) + 
and a * a= T(a’) =O, then, by Corollary 3.7, Ta = a=O, so R(T) is 
*-semiprime. 
Our first aim is to search for conditions that R(T) have a unit element 
with respect to *. For convenience we introduce the following concept. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let A be an Archimedean semiprime ,f-algebra and 
consider A as a subset of Orth(A). The positive linear operator T on A is 
called contractive (or a contraction) whenever 0 < Tu < I for all a E A 
satisfying 0 < a < I (in other words, T leaves A n [0, Z] invariant). 
An equivalent and more intrinsic statement is that (Tu)‘d Tu for all 
UEA+ satisfying a2 6 a (the latter inequality may be replaced by ub 6 b for 
all bE A +). Furthermore, notice that in the special case that A has a unit 
element e, the elements r and I coincide and A = Orth(A). In this situation 
T is contractive if and only if Te < e (which is in particular true for Markov 
operators). We turn up with an important example. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and denote 
by C,(X) thef-algebra of all real continuous functions on X vanishing at 
infinity. It is easily verified that Orth(C,(X)) can be identified with the 
Jlalgebra C,(X) of all real bounded continuous functions on X (the unit 
element I corresponding to the function e identically one on X). Let T be 
an positive operator on C,(X). Since C,(X) is a Banach lattice with respect 
to the supremum norm, T is automatically norm bounded (see [25, 
Chap. II, Corollary 3 of Proposition 5.2; 27, Theorem 83.121. Using the 
expression 
II TII =sup(ll Tull: Odade), 
it takes little effort to show that our definition of contractivity is equivalent 
to I( TII d 1. It follows that a positive contractive projection on C,(X) is 
either the zero operator 0 or satisfies I/ T I/ = 1. 
It is perhaps worthwile to observe in this connection that any order pro- 
jection T (i.e., a projection which satisfies 0 < Tu < a for all a E A +, see [ 16, 
Sect. 241) is contractive, but that the converse need not hold. By way of 
example, let T be the positive contractive projection in C( [0, 11) 
(pointwise multiplication) defined by Ta = (j: u(x) dx)e for all 
a E C( [0, 1 I). Evidently, T is not an order projection. 
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In the next proposition we mention a sufficient condition for R(T) to 
have a unit element with respect to the *-multiplication. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let A be an Archimedean f-algebra with unit element e 
and let T be a positive contractive projection in A. Then 
(i) T(a.Te)=TaforallaEA; 
(ii) Te is the unit element of’R( T) (with respect to *). 
Proof: (i) It suffices to prove the equality for a E A +. First, suppose that 
0 < a 6 e. Since T is contractive, we have 
0 < a - a. Te = a(e - Te) d e - Te 
and thus T(a -a. Te) = 0. It follows immediately that Ta = T(a . Te) for all 
a E A for which 0 d a 6 ne. By [9, Proposition 3.11 again, 0 <a A net a 
(r.u.) for all aEA+. Take aEAf arbitrary. The above observations imply 
that 
T(a A ne)= T((a A ne) Te) 
(n = 1, 2,...) and thus 
0 < T(a A ne) t Ta (r.u.), 06 T((a A ne) Te)T T(a. Te) (r.u.) 
imply that Ta = T(a . Te) for all a E A + 
(ii) If a E R( T), we have on the one hand a = Ta and on the other 
hand a * Te = T(a . Te) = Ta. This yields the desired result. 
We are now in a position to prove that for any positive contractive pro- 
jection T in the Archimedean unital f-algebra A the identity 
T(a. Tb)= T(Ta. Tb) 
holds for a, b E A. In the final section of this paper we shall extend this 
result to the nonunital semiprime case. Seever has shown this equality for 
the case A = C,(X) ( [26, Theorem 11; it also occurs in [ 1.5, Theorem 21). 
It seems justified therefore to refer to this identity as Seever’s identity. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A he an Archimedean f-algebra with unit element e 
and let T be a positive contractive projection in A. Then 
T(a. Tb)= T(Ta. Tb) (Seever’s identity) 
holds for all a, b E A. 
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Proof: Collecting all the above results, R(T) is an Archimedean 
,f-algebra with respect to the *-operations with unit element 7i>. Fix UE .A 
momentarily and define for all h E R(T) the linear operator TIN, on R( 7’) by 
n,(h) = T(uh). Once more by Lemma 4.1. TI,, E Orth( R( T). *). Since the 
*-multiplication by rr,( Tr) = Tu (which is an orthomorphism of R( 7)) and 
7c, act the same on the order dense subset i Tel of R(T), we may conclude 
that these orthomorphisms agree on the whole of R(T). In other words, 
for all h E R(T). Hence, T(u Tb) = 7( Ta. Th) for all h E A. Varying a over 
A, Seever’s identity is shown to be true. 
Remark 4.8. It is observed by Lloyd in [ 151 that for a projection T 
satisfying Seever’s identity the associativity of the *-product is immediate. 
Indeed, if a, h, c E A, then the commutativity of * implies on the one hand 
(Tu* Th)* Tc=(Tf,* Tu)* Tc=T(hTu)* Tc=T(hTuTc) 
and on the other hand 
Ta* (The Tc)=(Tb* Tc)*Ta= T(hTc)* Tu= T(hTcTu). 
Seever’s identity fails to hold for positive projections which are not con- 
tractive. We illustrate this assertion with an example. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Consider the Archimedean unital,flalgebra A = C( [0, 21) 
with the pointwise operations. The linear operator T on A defined by 
Tu = (jh z a(x) &)i (where i(x) = x for all 0 6 .Y 6 2) is positive and idem- 
potent, as Ti = i. We claim that Seever’s identity is not fulfilled for u = b = 13 
(e(x) = 1 for all x E [IO, 21 . Indeed, the left hand side of the Seever identity 
equals T(e. TP) = Te = ,/L 2. i, whereas the right hand side is T( Te)’ = 
2T(i2)=&,&i. Ob serve that R(T) is a Riesz subspace, but not a sub- 
algebra. 
As a final remark, notice that by Theorem 4.7 a Markov operator T in 
an Archimedean unital Jlalgebra is a projection if and only if T satisfies 
Seever’s identity. 
5. WHEN THE RANGE IS A RIESZ SUBSPACE 
The principal aim of this section is to find a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition that the range of a positive contractive projection in an 
Archimedean unital f-algebra be a Riesz subspace. 
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We plunge into the matter with the relevant theorem (cf. [26, Corollary 
of Theorem 21). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be an Archimedean f-algebra kth unit element e 
and T a positive contrattive projrction in A. The ,folloti*ing stutements art’ 
equivalent: 
(i ) R( T) is a Riesz s&space Qf A; 
(ii) Tu~Th=Te~T(Ta~Tb)f;7ralla,h~A. 
Note. By Seever’s identity, statement (ii) is equivalent to Ta . Tb = 
Te. T(a. Tb) for all a, b E A. It can also be rewritten in the form ah = 
Te(a * b) for all a, b E R( T), i.e., the original multiplication and the *-mul- 
tiplication in R(T) differ only by some weight. 
Proqf of Theorem 5.1. (i) * (ii) Since R(T) is a Riesz subspace of A, we 
have 
aCb=avb, aih=ar\h 
for all a, b E R(T) (disjointness in R(T) is therefore equivalent to dis- 
jointness in A). Fixing aE R(T) momentarily, define the mapping 
7,: R(T) -+ A by t,(h)= ab for all hE R(T) and the mapping 0,: R(T) -+ A 
by c,(b) = Te(a * b) for ail b E R(T). Evidently, t, and ca are linear and 
order bounded. Moreover, h E R(T), c E A and h 1 c implies that r,(h) I L'. 
Equally, b E R(T), c E A and h I c yields a,(h) I c. Only the latter claim 
needs a proof. By splitting up, if necessary, in positive and negative parts, 
we may assume without violating the generality that a, b and c are positive. 
If 0 6 u < Te, then 
Odo,(h)=Te(a*b)da*h<Te*h=h, 
where we use that Ted e and that Te is the unit element of R(T) with 
respect to *. Consequently, b A c = 0 implies o,(h) A c = 0 whenever 
06 a 6 Te. The same holds therefore for all UE R(T) with 0 da<nTe. 
Since 0 < a A nTe r a (r.u. ) in R( T), we have 
0 6 Te((a A nTe) * h) t Te(a * h) (r.u.) 
in A. Combined with the above we find o,(h) A c= { Te(a * b)\ A c=O for 
a E R(T)+ arbitrary. The claim is proved. 
Next, consider the mapping p,: R(T) -+ A defined by p, = z, - ou. 
Obviously, p, is linear and order bounded. The observations in the forego- 
ing paragraph yield that p,(h) I c for all b, c E R(T) satisfying h I L'. 
Repeating this argument, we find p,(b) I p,(c). It has been shown 
therefore that pa is a linear order bounded disjointness-preserving mapping. 
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According to the results mentioned at the end of the second section, p,, has 
an absolute value 1 p,, /, which is a Riesz homomorphism. Moreover, 
= Ia. Te- Te(a * Te)l= Ia, Te- Te.ul =O, 
as Te is the unit element of R(T) with respect to the *-multiplication. In 
like manner as in the proof of Proposition 4.6 we derive that I p, / = 0 on 
R(T). All in all, we have shown that r, = err on R(T), i.e., ab = Te(a * b) for 
all b6 R(T). Since a~ R(T) is arbitrary, we are through. 
(ii)+(i) In the proof of this implication the Schwarz inequality from 
Section 3 comes into play. Take an arbitrary element a E A. By Schwarz’s 
inequality (Corollary 3.6) 
By hypothesis, (Tu)* = T( Tu)“. Te and thus (TI Tu I)‘< (Tu)“. On the 
other hand, 1 Tu I = I T( Tu) / < TI Tu /. Squaring the latter inequality we find 
(Tu)‘< (Tl Tul)‘. Combining the results we get (Tu)2 = (Tl Tu~)~. It 
follows that I Tu I = T I Tu 1, as A is semiprime. If a E R(T), then a = Tu, so 
the last equality reads I u I = TI u 1, i.e., 1 u I E R(T). We have verified that 
R(T) is a Riesz subspace and the proof is complete. 
Note that we have shown in fact also that R(T) is a Riesz subspace of A 
if and only if (Tu)2= T~.T(Tu)~ for all UEA. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let A he an Archimedeun flulgehru with unit element e 
and let T be a positive contructive projection in A. !f R(T) is a subalgebra of 
A, then R(T) is a Riesz subspuce of’ A. 
Proof If a, b E R(T), then ah E R(T) and hence a * b = T(ub) = ah. Since 
Te is the unit element of R(T) (now with respect to the original mul- 
tiplication as well), we have that Te(u * b) = Te(ub) = ah for all u, b E R(T). 
By the criterion of Theorem 5.1, R(T) is a Riesz subspace of A. 
The converse conclusion of Corollary 5.2 does not hold. Take, for 
instance, A = C( [0, 11) with the pointwise operations and consider the 
positive contractive projection T in A defined by Tu = a( 1) i for all a E A. 
The range is a Riesz subspace but not a subalgebra. 
Note that Theorem 5.1 also implies that the range R(T) of an idem- 
potent Markov operator T is a subalgebra if and only if R(T) is a Riesz 
subspace. Since the range R(T) of any positive linear operator is relatively 
uniformly closed, this result follows likewise from [ 10, Theorem 3.51. 
In the next sections we shall broach the problem of finding necessary and 
sufficient conditions for R(T) to be a subalgebra. This will culminate in an 
flalgebra version of Kelley’s theorem on averaging operators. 
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6. KELLEY'S THEOREM IN UNITAL~~ALGEBRAS 
For the moment, let A be a real commutative algebra. Recall that the 
linear operator T on A is called averaging whenever T(a . Tb) = Ta Tb for 
all a, b E A. Equivalently, T(a . b) = Tu . b for all a E A and all b E R(T). 
The averaging identity implies immediately that R(T) is a subalgebra of 
A. Moreover, if A has a unit element and Te = e, then T is clearly a projec- 
tion. 
The main purpose of the present section is to show that for the class of 
Archimedean unital f-algebras there exists a converse of these observations. 
To be more precise, we intend to prove that any positive contractive pro- 
jection T in an Archimedean unitalf-algebra A for which the range R(T) is 
a subalgebra is necessarily averaging. In the next section we shall generalize 
this result to the nonunital case, thus extending a theorem of Kelley for the 
C,( X)-case. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be an Archimedean f-algebra with unit element e 
and let T be a positive projection in A. The following are equivalent: 
(i ) T is averaging; 
(ii) R(T) is a subalgebra of A and T is contractive. 
Proof: (i) * (ii) The averaging identity yields that R(T) is a subalgebra. 
Moreover, Ta = T2a = T(e. Ta) = Te. Ta for all a E A, so Te is the unit 
element of R(T) (with respect o the original multiplication). In particular, 
Te is idempotent, so Te(e - Te) = 0. Since A is semiprime, this is equivalent 
to Te I e - Te, showing that Te is a component of e (actually, the idem- 
potents of A are precisely the components of the unit element). It follows 
that Te < e (see [ 16, Lemma 38.21) i.e., T is contractive. 
(ii) j (i) By Seever’s identity, T(a. Tb)= T(Ta. Tb) for all a, bEA. 
However, the range R(T) is a subalgebra, so Tu . Tb E R(T) for all a, b E A, 
equivalently, Tu Tb = T( Tu . Tb) for all a, b E A. Combining both equalities 
we deduce that T(a. Tb) = Tu. Tb for all a, b E A, which is the desired 
result. 
We remark that the equivalence of theorem 6.1 ceases to be true if A is 
merely an Archimedean unital Riesz algebra, as is shown in 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the Dedekind complete Riesz space L = L2( [w) 
and let A = 6ph(L) be the Dedekind complete unital Riesz algebra of all 
order bounded operators on L. Since L is a Banach lattice, the centre Z(L) 
of L, i.e., 
Z(L)= {7cEIp,(L): 17~1 <sr, .Z for some ~1, E[W) 
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and Orth (L) coincide 128. Corollary 144.31. Let B be the projection band 
Z(L) @ K(L), where K(L) stands for the band of ail absolute kernel 
operators on L 128, Sect. 941. The order projection T from A onto B is a 
Markov operator and thus contractive. The range B= R(T) is a sub- 
algebra. We assert however that T is not averaging. To this end, define the 
translation operator S, : L,(R) + L?( iF!) by (S, U)(S) = U(.Y - 1 ) for all real 
.Y (uEL*([W)). By [28, Ex.96.121, S, EB”, i.e.. T(S,)=O. If S, is an 
absolute kernel operator. then S, Sz E K(L) c B. Hence T(S, Sz) = S, S,. 
Observe now that T(S, T(S?))= T(S,S?)= S, Sz on the one hand and 
T(S,) T(S,) = 0 on the other hand. Since S,(S,rr)(.u) = (S,u)(.u - 1 ) for all 
real .Y and all LIE L,(R), we deduce that S, S2 = 0 if and only if S, = 0. The 
averaging identity is therefore certainly not satisfied for the above S, and a 
nonzero Sz. In like manner, Seever’s identity does not hold. 
The condition Te 6 CJ in statement (ii) of Theorem 6.1 is not superfluous 
(i.e., does not follow from the fact that R(T) is a subalgebra). By way of 
example, the linear operator T on A = L , ([O, 11) defined by 
for all u E A (x denotes the characteristic function) is a positive projection 
which is noncontractive and not averaging. 
In special circumstances, however, it may happen that the condition “T 
contractive” can be omitted in Theorem 6.1. We shall deal with one such 
case. Before doing so, we make some preparations. 
b3mfA 6.3. Let A be an Archimedean,f-algebra M’ith unit element e und 
let a E A ’ such that a2 6 a’. Then a A e is idempotent. 
Prooj: The hypothesis implies that (~-a’)+~=0 and hence 
(a-a’)’ A u = 0, as A is semiprime. This results in a 6 u’. Therefore 
u A e<a’ A e=(u A e)‘<u A e, 
so a A e = (u A e)’ and we are through. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let A he un Archimedean f-algebra w?th unit element e und 
T a positive projection for which the range R(T) is a x.&algebra. The ,follob~- 
ing statements hold. 
(i) Te A e is idempotent; 
(ii) If Te 3 e, then T is u Markov operator. 
Proof: (i) If u E R( T), then u2 E R( T) and so 
O<u==(Tu)‘< Tu’. Te=u’. Te, 
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where we use Schwarz’s inequality. Choosing a = Te, we find (Te)* d (Te)‘. 
By Lemma 6.3, Te A e is idempotent. 
(ii) First, note that 
6 T(Te)*. T(Te-e)* 
by Corollary 3.5. Since Te - e > 0 by hypothesis and since T( Te - e) = 0, an 
application of Corollary 3.7 shows that T( Te - e)‘= 0. Combined with the 
above inequality we get T((Te)2- Te)=O. But (Te)*- TeE R(T), as, by 
hypothesis, R(T) is a subalgebra. Hence, (Te)‘= Te, i.e., Te is a component 
of e. Therefore, Te de and thus Te = e. 
We are now able to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let A he an Archimedean f-algebra with unit element e, 
possessing only the trivial idempotents 0 and e. [f’ T is a positive projection in 
A for which the range R(T) is a .&algebra, then either T= 0 or T is a 
Markov operator (and hence T is averaging as a result qf Theorem 6.1). 
Pror?f By Lemma 6.4(i), Te A e is idempotent and thus Te A e = 0 or 
Te A e= e. The first case implies Te = 0. Using the approximation 
a A neta (r,u.) for all aE A+, it is easily deduced that T= 0. The second 
case corresponds to Te 3 e, and so, by Lemma 6.4( ii), Te = e. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Let X be a connected topological space and A = C(X). 
The positive projection T in A is averaging if and only if R(T) is a sub- 
algebra (without any extra weight condition on T). 
We conclude this section by observing that a positive projection in an 
Archimedean unital f-algebra with only the trivial idempotents does not 
necessarily satisfy Seever’s identity. An illustration of this claim is given in 
Example 4.9. The mapping T of that example is therefore not contractive. 
The range is a Riesz subspace, but the second statement of Theorem 5.1 is 
not satisfied (take, e.g., a = h = e). 
7. SEWER'S IDENTITY AND KELLEY'S THEOREM 
FOR NONUNITAL ,f-Arxxmus 
Let A be an Archimedean semiprime f-algebra without a unit element 
and assume that A satisfies the Stone condition (i.e., a A ZE Ai for all 
aE A positive). Analogously to the procedure in the theory of Banach 
algebras we carry out the device of adjoining a unit element to A as 
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follows: embed A in Orth(A) and consider the subset A * of Orth(A ) 
defined by 
A” = (rr+cd:~~~A,x~&?/. 
Clearly, A Y$ A # c Orth(A ). Moreover, A # is a subalgebra of Orth( A ) 
with respect to the operations induced by Orth(A). Note that A is a 
maximal algebra ideal in A #. Each element of A # has a unique represen- 
tation of the form a + al, as we assume that 1$ A. We claim that A# is a 
sub-f-algebra of Orth(A). The only nontrivial matter to prove is that 
(a + cc1)+ E A # for all u E A, c1 E [w. This is a direct consequence of the Stone 
condition and the following lemma, the easy proof of which we leave to the 
reader. 
LEMMA 7.1. (i) (a+&)+ =~l+ --u A r/+c~I.f& a>,O; 
(ii) (a+~/)+ =a+ -u+ A (-sll),fi,r ccd0. 
For an Archimedean semiprime,flalgebra A the Stone condition on A is 
therefore a sufficient condition that A” be a Riesz subspace of Orth(A). It 
is illustrated in the next example that this condition is not necessary. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Consider the Archimedean semiprime ,flalgebra A = 
{aEC(IW+):a(x)=.u.p,,(, ) Y eventually, p, some polynomial}. Observe that 
p, is uniquely determined by II. A standar argument shows that 
Orth(A) = {u E C( iw + ): a(x) = L/,(X) eventually, ql, some polynomial ). 
The Stone condition does not hold for A, since the function i, defined by 
i(?c) =x (X 3 0) is a member of A +, but i A I$ A + because the 
corresponding polynomial is identically I on [w+. Furthermore, A has 
codimension 1 in Orth(A) and thus A# = Orth(A). Consequently, A# is 
certainly a Riesz subspace of Orth(A). 
Remark 7.3. If A, contrary to what we supposed so far, does have a 
unit element, then the procedure of adjoining a unit element passess off 
more satisfactory than in the case of Banach algebras. Indeed, if A is a 
Banach algebra and A happens to have a unit element, then this unit 
element does not coincide with the adjoint unit element (0, 1) in A x iw. 
This unpleasant situation does not occur for j’algebras, for if A is an 
Archimedean f-algebra with unit element e, then A = A # = Orth( A ) and t’ 
and I are identical. 
In the remainder of this section we assume that A is an Archimedean 
semiprime ,f-algebra without a unit element which satisfies the Stone con- 
dition in Orth(A). As shown above, A # is an Archimedean.fialgebra with 
unit element Z. 
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Suppose now that T is a positive projection in A. We extend T to A # in 
the following way: 
T#(a+aZ)=Ta+aZ 
for all a E A, tl E R. The operator T# on A # is obviously linear, idempotent 
and satisfies T#(Z) = I. In general, however, T# is not positive. A coun- 
terexample is postponed until the end of this section. 
LEMMA 7.4. T’ is positive if and only ff T is contractive. 
ProoJ: If T# is positive, then it follows from T”(Z) = Z that T# is con- 
tractive. Hence, the restriction T of T# to A is contractive as well. 
Conversely, suppose that a + al> 0 in A#. First, we show that, as a 
result of the Stone condition, CI is necessarily nonnegative. Indeed, a <O 
would lead to a 3 - crZ> 0 and hence a A ( - al) = - cxZ6 A, contradictory 
to our assumption that Z# A. The case a = 0 being trivial, it remains to con- 
sider the case 01> 0. Since -a < al, we deduce that 0 < a < crl. It follows 
that 0 < Ta < CXI, because T is contractive. Hence, 
Ta=Ta+-Ta >-Tam>-uI, 
implying that T# (a + ctl) = Ta + ctZ>, 0. 
One might wonder whether the Stone condition is really necessary for 
the equivalence of Lemma 7.4. The next example shows that we cannot do 
without it. 
EXAMPLE 7.5. Let A be the same ,f-algebra as in Example 7.2. Define 
the operator T by 
1 
a(.\-), OdX<l 
(Ta)(x) = 0, x32 
linear between, 
such that Ta is continuous in x = 1 and x = 2. A moment’s reflection shows 
that T is a positive contractive projection. The element a = i v ZE A + 
satisfies a - I> 0, whilst T”(a - I) = Ta - I< 0. Hence, T# is not positive. 
We are now in a position to extend several results of the previous sec- 
tions via A#. The first outcome in this direction is Seever’s identity for the 
nonunital case. It is a generalization of a theorem of Seever [26, 
Theorem l] which states that if T is a positive projection of norm 1 in 
C,(X) (see Example 4.5; T is therefore contractive in our sense), then 
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Seever’s identity holds for T. Note in this connection that C‘,,( A’) satishes 
the Stone condition in Orth( C’,,(X)) = C,,(X) (by establishing, c.g., that 
C;,(X) is relatively uniformly complete). 
THEOREM 7.6. Let A hr un Architmxlrurz .st~n~iprimr ,fklgchru .strtisf!,ing 
the Stem condition und let T hc a positirc contructirv projcctinn in A. Thm 
T(a~Th)=T(Tu~Th),fbrrrN~~,h~A. 
Proof: The operator T’ is linear and idempotent on A #. It is positive, 
for T is contractive. Since T#(f) = I, it is contractive as well. According to 
Theorem 4.7 (applied to the pair (A #. T’ )), T’ satisfies the Seever iden- 
tity on A’ and consequently the restriction T of T” to A satisfies the 
Seever identity on A. 
Next we generalize Corollary 5.2 to the nonunital case. 
THEOREM 7.7. Lrt A hr un Architnrd~un semiprimt~ ,f-algrhru \\,ith the 
Stonp condition und kt T ht> a positirc contructicr projection in A. !f’ R(T) i.s 
a suhulgehru of’ A, then R( T) is u Riesr .suhspucr of’ A. 
Proof: As above, T # is an idempotent Markov operator on A#. It 
takes little effort to show that R( T# ) is a subalgebra of A *. Applying 
Corollary 5.2 to the pair (A #, T# ) we may infer that R( T’) is a Riesz sub- 
space of A #. Accordingly, R(T) = A n R(T# ) is a Riesz subspace of A. 
Finally, we give a nonunital version of Theorem 6.1. It is an extension of 
Kelley’s celebrated theorem for the C,,(X)-case which reads as follows: if T 
is a positive norm 1 projection in C,,(X), then T is averaging if and only if 
R(T) is a subalgebra of C;,(X) (see [ 13, Theorem 2.51). 
THEOREM 7.8. Lrt A hc un Architnedmn .srnliprimr ,f~algehru .fbr ~chich 
tht’ Stone condition ho1d.s and Irlt T hr a positirr projection in A. Thr fhllon,- 
ing are eqtiioulmt: 
(i ) T is uutvuging; 
(ii) R(T) is N suhalgc~hra of’ A and T is contractire. 
Proqj: (ii) = (i) By Theorem 7.6, Seever’s identity holds for T. This 
identity reduces to the averaging identity since R(T) is a subalgebra. 
(i) + (ii) We merely have to prove the contractivity of T. To this end, 
take u E A such that 0 <a < I. It follows that 
(Tu)‘=Ta~Ta=T(u~Tu)~T(Tu)=Tu, 
since 0 < a. Ta < Ta. Hence, 
((Ta)‘- Ta)+ = Ta(Ta-f)+ =0 
in Orth(A). Consequently, Ta A (Ta- I)+ = 0, as Orth(A) is semiprime. 
This implies that Ta < I and we are done. 
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We conclude this paper with an example, part of which was announced 
already in the lines preceding Lemma 7.4. 
EXAMPLE 7.9. Consider the set X= N equipped with the discrete 
topology. The corresponding C,(X) is therefore the space (co) of all zero 
sequences. Define the operator T on (ccl) by 
T(a, ,..., a,,,... )= 
where e, denotes the first unit vector (1, 0, O,...). Note that Orth((c,))= P, 
and that I= (1, 1, l,...); (co) satisfies the Stone condition in / ~ The map- 
ping T is evidently a positive projection. The element a = ( - 1, - 1, 0, O,...) 
satisfies a + I= (0, 0, 1, l,...) 3 0 in A # = (c), the space of all convergent 
sequences. However, T# (a + I) = Tu + I= ( - 2, 0, 0, 0 ,...) + ( 1, 1, 1, l,...) = 
( - 4, 1, 1, l,...), so T# is obviously not positive. Furthermore, observe that 
0 6 --a 6 1, whereas T( -u) = ie, 6 I does not hold; T is therefore not 
contractive which is in accordance with Lemma 7.4. 
Example 1.9 shows clearly that both Seever’s identity and Kelley’s 
theorem fail to hold if we do not impose the extra condition /I TIl d I 
(equivalently, T= 0 or 11 TII = 1, as T is idempotent). Indeed, T is not con- 
tractive, so it cannot be averaging because of Theorem 7.8. Since its range 
is a subalgebra, Seever’s identity cannot hold then either. 
Note added in proof: (a) Related versions of Corollary 3.5 have been proved by 
(i) G. C. Rota, On the eigenvalues of positive operators. Bull. Amer. Math. SW. 67 
(1961) 556558 (C(X) - C( Y)-case). 
(ii) R. V. Kadison, A generalized Schwarz inequality and algebraic invariants for 
operator algebras. Ann. (!f Math. fZ) 56 (1952). 494503, Theorem I (C*-algebra-case: 
Kadison’s inequality). 
(iii) M. Lin, Ergodic theorems, Studies in Mathematics, Vol. 6 (U. Krengel, Ed.). 
Chap. I, p. 65, Lemma 7.4, de Gruyter, Berlin, 1985 (measurable functions-case). 
(b) With Proposition 3.2 as a starting point, Bernau (private communication) provided us 
with a much simpler proof of Proposition 3.3: multiplying the inequality of Proposition 3.3 
with clh’ gives 
~E.oh+h’~‘+h’(ur~h’)bO 
for all real E.. Since, by Proposition 3.2, inf, liab +h212 =O, we get h’(uc-h*)>O and hence 
b*(b’-UC)’ =O. Hence, (h’-ac.)+~ {h’j”, as A is semi-prime. On the other hand, 
(h2-UC)* E {b2}“d, so (h’-ac)’ =O, i.e., hZ<crc. 
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